Transient solution to the bioheat equation and optimization for magnetic fluid hyperthermia treatment.
Two finite concentric spherical regions were considered as the tissue model for magnetic fluid hyperthermia treatment. The inner sphere represents the diseased tissue containing magnetic particles that generate heat when an alternating magnetic field is applied. The outer sphere represents the healthy tissue. Blood perfusion effects are included in both the regions. Analytical and numerical solutions of the one-dimensional bioheat transfer equation were obtained with constant and spatially varying heat generation in the inner sphere. The numerical solution was found to be in good agreement with the analytical solution. In an ideal hyperthermia treatment, all the diseased tissues should be selectively heated without affecting any healthy tissue. The present work optimized the magnetic particle concentration in an attempt to achieve the ideal hyperthermia conditions. It was found that, for a fixed amount of magnetic particles, optimizing the magnetic particle distribution in the diseased tissue can significantly enhance the therapeutic temperature levels in the diseased tissue while maintaining the same level of heating in the healthy tissue.